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Xsolla Game Investment Platform (GIP) helps developers find co-investment from multiple qualified 
investors with all contract signing and payouts handled by us. With Xsolla GIP, you can retain equity 
in your studio while finding high-net-worth individuals who want to invest in your game’s potential 
revenue. Once you have completed the Xsolla Funding Club process, you will sign the GIP Revenue 
Sharing Agreement (RSA) to have your game showcased on the platform.

Frequently Asked Questions by Developers
1. What is the Game Investment Platform Revenue Sharing Agreement (RSA)?

The Game Investment Platform RSA secures the terms of financing between the developer, 
Xsolla, and investors. Development financing is released according to strict milestones, 
and each developer is required to use the payments to fund the game's design, production, 
operation, and marketing. It also governs the distribution of returns from the game's revenue 
to investors, generally for ten years. 

2. Is a Revenue Sharing Agreement (RSA) a guarantee of funding?

The RSA is not a guarantee of funding; it allows Xsolla GIP to seek funding for your game  
on your behalf. The RSA will take effect only if the total investment committed by investors  
is greater than or equal to the minimum amount requested for your game. 
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3. Is there a cost to fund my game with Game Investment Platform?

Applying or listing your game on Game Investment Platform has no upfront cost. Upon  
the successful funding and launch of the game, Xsolla will receive 5% of all game sales  
per the RSA.

4. Who are the investors on the Game Investment Platform?

Game Investment Platform comprises accredited investors representing high-net-worth 
individuals or family offices. Every investor must pass our Know Your Customer (KYC) 
verification before accessing the platform to view or invest in future game revenue. 

5. Are investors investing directly in my studio?

No, investors sign all legal agreements directly with Xsolla GIP to invest in the future revenue 
of your game. Investors that pay the full amount of their committed investment will receive 
a series of Xsolla GIP shares corresponding to your game. Returns to the investors are made 
based on the game’s revenue via dividends on those shares. 

6. Will we be able to communicate with the investors?

No, but you will be able to see information about investors who have committed funds  
to your game. All communications, legal agreements, and return of dividends to investors will 
be managed by Xsolla GIP so that you can focus on your game’s development and success.  
Xsolla GIP will keep track of your progress and manage payments to your studio according  
to the terms of the RSA as agreed-upon milestones are achieved.

7. Is Xsolla publishing our game?

No, but if your game is successfully funded on the platform, Xsolla GIP will become your 
publisher of record under the RSA. If a publishing budget is required, it should be included  
in the requested investment amount along with a milestone plan for approval, and your team 
will have the freedom to self-publish your game. If needed, Xsolla will assist through our suite 
of products and solutions.
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8. What is a publisher of record?

As a publisher of record, Xsolla GIP is listed as the publisher anywhere the game is distributed. 
Under this agreement, all revenue will be sent to Xsolla GIP, for distribution to the developer  
and investors. The developer is free to publish, operate, and market the game themselves. 

9. Can we receive funding outside of Game Investment Platform?

To keep things simple, we encourage you to invite investors to invest in your game directly  
on Game Investment Platform. However, you may continue to get existing or future funding 
from outside of the platform as long as it does not prevent Xsolla GIP from receiving  
the specified percentage of game revenues agreed upon in the RSA.

10. Can we have or seek a publisher outside of Game Investment Platform?

While it is possible to have a publisher outside of Game Investment Platform, Xsolla GIP 
will be the publisher of record upon successful funding of your game. As each case will be 
different, please consult with a member of our team for more information.

11. Is my intellectual property (IP) at risk if I don’t recoup my investment?

No, your IP is never at risk. If your game fails to recoup the investment in the specified time 
outlined within the RSA, we take over the rights only for the specific game that was funded.  
The rights to any spin-offs, prequels, or sequels remain entirely in your hands. Control of a game 
that doesn’t recoup its investment transfers to Xsolla’s publishing label, Long Tale Publishing.

12. How will Xsolla help showcase my game to interested investors  
and assist me in getting fully funded?

Xsolla may support your game’s investment by featuring your listing on the Game Investment 
Platform website, in regular email communications to investors, or in conjunction  
with marketing at trade shows and funding events. 

FOR ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT US 
DIRECTLY AT GIP@XSOLLA.COM
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